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particular data element. as you can
see port 4 is connected to comm10.

the comm10 device has executed the
register command for mcp_course_0,

mcp-iasmach, mcp_heading and
mcp_altitude. this is the command in
the code snipped above. the screen

shots above show the mcp_course_0,
mcp-iasmach, mcp_heading and

mcp_altitude devices in the order that
they are registered. each of these

devices is assigned to a serial port and
they are all connected to the same
port. what is the drama surrounding

these planes and the sim firms
involved? well, there is the fact that

both pmdg and flight sim labs(fsl) have
always been fairly secretive regarding

their product plans and have never
fully disclosed their involvement in the
field of flight simulation. flight sim labs
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was founded in april 2005 by two of
the original creators of fs2004 and

fs2002, the late lefteris kalamaras and
his brother nergis kalamaras. lefteris

who had previously been employed by
microsoft as well as by the likes of

microsoft and sega in the development
of the incredible fs2003 ground and

flight sims, whilst nergis was the lead
programmer in fs2004 and fs2002.
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